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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0222130A2] 1. Stable piece of furniture of foldable material, in particular corrugated cardboard, which furniture piece is portative and
serves especially storage purposes, is particularly vertically loadable, and is capable of being assembled from a plurality of structural elements,
which can be fitted with each other positively and, if necessary, non-positively, at least a part of said elements being erectable from flat, scored
material blanks in the manner of a box element, open at least on the front side and provided at least with two side walls and, if necessary, with a rear
wall, and having connecting parts, such as straps, tabs, projections, recesses, cutouts or the like, for the purpose of joining or locking said elements
either to or into each other, at least one bracket or panel element being insertable into the box element and held therein through positive and/or
non-positive engagement via corresponding connecting parts, characterised in that the structural elements (2) are provided, at least in partial areas,
as multi-layer-formed supporting components (3) such as posts (31), multiple walls (33), support webs (32) or the like, profiled through folding (5),
creasing, wrapping or the like, on which supporting components connecting parts (4) are formed integrally therewith, and that frontally visible edges
or margins of the structural elements are formed free of section faces by means of such foldings or scorings.
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